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Novel My baby’s daddy chapter 2393 -With just three minutes left on the 
countdown timer next to Willow, she looked at Jasper, mentally preparing for 
the inevitable. Her sole wish was to imprint his image in her memory before 
dying. She hoped that in her next life, she could spot him in a crowd, for if they 
couldn’t be together in this lifetime, she was determined to reunite with him in 
the next. 

While Calvin had Jasper pinned down, it appeared Calvin had the upper hand. 
However, Jasper spotted an opportunity when Calvin let his guard down and 
quickly took action. With a quick move, Jasper elbowed the ground and 
wrapped his long legs around Calvin’s neck. He sat firmly on Calvin, reaching 
for the key hanging around his neck, and yanked it. 

Calvin was instantly strangled by the chain, which turned into a deadly 
weapon, cutting off his breath and turning his face purple. He desperately 
swung his fists, trying to dislodge Jasper from his shoulders. However, 
Jasper’s legs continued to tighten around Calvin’s neck, dragging him closer 
to the edge of death. Calvin’s face changed to a sickly shade of purple and 
red. 

Suddenly, blood spurted from Calvin’s neck as the chain severed his 
windpipe. With a fierce expression, he fell to his knees. Only then did Jasper 
step away and remove the chain hanging from Calvin’s neck. At this critical 
moment, there were just 15 seconds left on the countdown timer next to 
Willow. 

Willow had been engrossed in Jasper’s counterattack, forgetting momentarily 
that she stood next to the Grim Reaper. However, when Jasper rushed to 
unlock her handcuffs, she realized the danger she was still in. 

Just then, she saw Calvin, who had fallen to the ground, suddenly rise again. 
Despite his broken neck, he was brimming with murderous intent as he 
charged toward Jasper. 

“Jasper, watch out!” she shouted. 



Jasper quickly pushed Willow several feet away, concerned that Calvin might 
target her. Yet Calvin’s aim was not her; he was going after Jasper. 
Summoning his last ounce of strength, Calvin pushed Jasper toward the cliff. 

At the same time, Jasper also realized Calvin’s intentions. 

“Join me in death!” Calvin spat out a mouthful of blood as his eyes burned 
with hatred. Jasper quickly turned, shoving the bomb into Calvin’s grasp, 
intent on escaping. However, Calvin, in a deft move, latched onto Jasper, 
tripping him up with a well-placed ankle lock. Then, Calvin dragged Jasper 
down the cliff. 

“Jasper!” Willow cried out and rushed over. Just then, Jared arrived and 
hugged his sister tightly. “Willow, you can’t go.” 

“Jasper!” Sirius shouted as they had all seen the bomb in Calvin’s hand 
earlier. 

“I’m sorry,” Jasper whispered, his final words before plunging off the cliff. 

“Jasper! You can’t die.” Willow struggled to get to him, but Jared, aware of the 
bomb, held her back firmly. 

Boom! A deafening explosion echoed from the sea, sending water shooting 30 
feet into the air, showcasing the bomb’s devastating power. 

As Willow heard the explosion, her mind went blank, and a dark 
consciousness enveloped her. In despair, she collapsed on the ground. 

“Willow!” Jared shouted and picked up his sister. He looked at her pale, tear-
stained face, his heart heavy and chest tight with pain. He turned to Sirius and 
said, “You handle things here. I’ll take my sister back.” 

“Go ahead, Young Master Presgrave. Leave this to me,” Sirius replied, his 
heart heavy, knowing Jasper’s chances of survival were slim. 

Afterward, Jared carried his sister away quickly. They got into the car and 
instructed their bodyguard to drive to the city hospital. 

Standing at the bottom of the cliff, Sirius removed his coat and jumped into the 
sea. At the same time, the bodyguard, Ricky, shouted, “Get in the water and 
start the rescue!” 



 

Novel My baby’s daddy chapter 2394-Over a dozen bodyguards jumped into 
the sea, desperately searching for the missing person. Despite the uncertain 
fate, they were determined to locate Jasper. 

At that moment, Sasha and her family watched everything unfold from a 
distance. Then, she turned to her husband and son, saying, “You both need to 
leave this city immediately and never return.” 

“What about you, Mom?” 

“I’m responsible for Miss Presgrave’s beloved’s death. It would be shameful to 
keep on living.” She hadn’t expected that the man Willow loved the most 
would be the one to die. Nonetheless, she was grateful that Willow survived; 
otherwise, her guilt would have been overwhelming. 

“Mom, what do you mean?” her son asked. 

“Come home with us, honey.” 

Sasha shook her head and walked to the nearby rocks. After one last glance 
at her son and husband, she jumped into the sea. 

“Mom…” 

Although a group of bodyguards searched for Jasper nearby, nobody noticed 
Sasha jumping into the sea. The rough waves made it nearly impossible to 
spot her, and since she had a determined intent to end her life, she didn’t put 
up a fight and let herself sink beneath the water. 

However, her husband and son didn’t dare to jump in to save her, as doing so 
from that height was almost certain death. 

“Mom!” Sasha’s son wanted to jump several times but was held back by his 
father. 

“Don’t go, son. You can’t save her.” 

Eventually, Sasha’s lifeless body floated to the surface and was soon 
swallowed by the waves in the distance. 



Meanwhile, Sirius and his bodyguards had scattered to search for survivors 
after the explosion caused chaos in the turbulent sea. He spotted a figure in 
the distance and swam toward it, hoping it was Jasper. Unfortunately, it turned 
out to be Calvin. He was severely injured and lifeless in the water. 

Despair filled Sirius’ heart, but he continued swimming, driven by the hope of 
finding Jasper alive. Finally, a bodyguard shouted, and Sirius swam in that 
direction, finding Jasper floating on the surface. 

With relief, Sirius quickly checked Jasper’s breathing and said, “He’s still 
breathing. We need to get him out fast.” 

With a swift motion, the bodyguards above tossed down a handful of 
lifebuoys, allowing Sirius to pull an unconscious Jasper to the nearby beach. 
He performed CPR to expel the seawater from his chest. Jasper coughed up 
a few mouthfuls, his face pallid, but then a trickle of blood emerged from his 
ears. 

Sirius gently tapped Jasper’s face and urged, “Jasper, wake up.” 

Then, Sirius and the bodyguards hurriedly transported Jasper to the car as 
they sped toward the nearest hospital. However, the hospital was still half an 
hour away. Upon arrival, they rushed Jasper into the emergency room. 

Sirius stood by the emergency room door, reaching out to contact Antoine to 
provide an immediate update. 

“I-Is he still alive?” Antoine’s voice trembled on the other end. 

“He’s still alive for now.” 

“What about his other injuries?” 

“No visible external injuries, but we’re uncertain about internal damage. 
Jasper’s receiving treatment at the hospital.” 

“I’ll send someone to pick you up immediately. Also, my nephew must have no 
more contact with the Presgrave Family. Bring him back.” 

Sirius nodded, saying, “Understood.” 

“What about Miss Presgrave? How is she?” 



“She fainted, minor cuts and bruises.” 

“Okay. I’ll communicate with the Presgrave Family. Bring him back to me.” 
Antoine gave the order. 

After ending the call, Sirius couldn’t help but sigh, realizing that their 
profession allowed no room for love, as it would cost someone their life. He 
could only watch as this ill-fated couple drifted apart. 

Meanwhile, Jared was at the hospital and had just finished updating his 
parents. He told them about Willow’s condition, and now Elliot and Anastasia 
were hurrying back from abroad. 

 


